The base of semantic field for financial term system is, alongside with common scientific and economic terminology, the terms of fundamental subjects widely used in all stratification strata. While the cooperation rate is pre-determined predominantly with pragmatic and extralingual reasons, the usage of borrowed terms and term elements, beside the simple absorption of speech patterns, is also observed in the sphere of semantic derivation and transterminologization.
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GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL CORRELATION IN TRANSLATION: PAST PERFECT

In the focus of the present paper there are specific functional semantic features of the past perfect tense form of the English verb in the translation process into Russian on the level of discourse. Due to the contrastive analysis grammatical and functional-semantic characteristics of perfect forms.
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ГРАММАТИКО-ЛЕКСИЧНІ КОРЕЛЯЦІЇ В ПЕРЕКЛАДІ: PAST PERFECT

Стаття присвячена функціонально-семантичним особливостям переведення англійської минулого завершеної форми дієслова на російську мову. Здійснено контрастивний аналіз встановлення граматичних та семантичних кореляцій зазначеної форми.

Ключові слова: перфект, перфектив, глагол, час, вид, переведення, кореляція, конструктивний аналіз, план виразників, план автора, дискурс.

ГРАММАТИКО-ЛЕКСИЧЕСКИЕ КОРЕЛЯЦИИ В ПЕРЕВОДЕ: PAST PERFECT

Цель настоящей статьи – функціонально-семантические особенности перевода английской прошедшей совершенной формы на русский язык. Благодаря контрастивному анализу определены грамматические и функционально-семантические кореляции указанной формы.

Ключевые слова: перфект, перфектив, глагол, время, аспект, перевод, трансформация, корреляция, конструктивный анализ, план говорящего, план автора, дискурс.

INTRODUCTION:

Users of any natural languages can express the concept of time with the help of various linguistic means: verb tense forms, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions with the common component ‘time’ in their semantics. The author while writing can resort to any unit of the time conceptual system, though the author’s choice is limited by the functional style of the language used by the character, and, of course, by his/her own intention. But the translator has no choice, primarily, he/she has to follow the original text, and if units are absent in the target text must be substituted by their semantic correspondences. Then the translator must resort to the discourse in search of implications to avoid missing any bit of information of the source text.

The text selected for analysis is «The Associate» by John Grisham and the Russian translation «Юрист» by Юрий Кирилен. It is a ‘professionally marked’ fiction novel, where several functional styles, real time, event time, and imaginative time are used to underline discourse modes.
The objective of our paper is a contrastive analysis of Past Perfect Tense forms functioning in the book <The Associate> by John Grisham and their Russian correspondences. Contrastive Analysis is employed in this investigation to define the means of expressing the ‘pre-past’ events in the original text and the ways of transforming past perfect tense forms in the target text [see: 6, p. 1–28]. The goal is to contribute to the comparative and typological studies of the tense-aspect system of languages.

**DISCUSSION:**

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2014) says that many languages have grammatical means to indicate the time when an action or event occurs, or when a state or process holds. This phenomenon is called tense. In English, for example, adding the morpheme -ed to the verb walk, to form walked, indicates that the event denoted by the verb occurred before the present time. What is called aspect, on the other hand, deals with the internal constituency of actions, events, states, processes or situations. For instance, it may indicate that an action is completed or still ongoing. English typically uses the -ing form of verbs to indicate ongoing processes.

There is Reichenbach’s famous distinction between speech time, event time and reference time. Apart from absolute tense, where the reference point from which the location in time is evaluated is the present, there is also relative tense where the reference point is not necessarily the present but may be given by context.

English and Russian are very different in particular the grammar systems showing significant variations. English has a fixed word order, meaning is expressed Russian, on the other hand, conveys meaning largely through inflections, and its word order which is rather flexible. Due to these differences translation of Russian into English and English into Russian is a serious challenge. As far as word order, meaning is expressed Russian, on the other hand, conveys meaning largely through flections, and its word order which is relative. Consequently, the translator must follow the same way. But here comes the first stumble point – in our case, the author’s language of the original text is English, but the language of the translation must be Russian: these languages are known for their specific past tense systems. The only way out for the translator is to re-code the English specific Past Perfect tense meaning into the Russian general Past Simple tense supplying the missing component with explicative (adverbials denoting ‘perfection’) or implicating means (distribution in context and discourse).

In the next paragraph we shall explore the translator’s decoding and re-coding the Past Perfect from English into Russian.

**INVESTIGATION:**

In the contemporary English grammar the Past Perfect tense – denotes an action completed by a definite moment in the past. This definite moment can be expressed in two ways, either by an adverbial phrase with the preposition by or by another action in the Past Indefinite.

The Past Perfect tense is used to transfer from a moment in the past to further past.

The Past Perfect tense can be used emphatically instead of the Past Indefinite in adverbial clauses of time when the speaker wants to emphasize that the action in the principal clause only took place after the action in the subordinate clause.

The Past Perfect Inclusive denotes an action, which began before a definite moment in the past, had been going on for a certain period of time and at that moment was still going on. Normally, the Past Perfect Continuous is used here and the Past Perfect Inclusive replaces it when the use of the Past Perfect Continuous is impossible [see: 9].

It is used in the first part of sentences with the conjunctions no sooner... than, hardly... when, scarcely... when; the world order in such sentences is often inverted – the auxiliary verb had stands before the subject.

It can be used in combination with the Past Continuous when there are two actions, the first completed by a definite moment in the past and the second which was going on at that moment (see: 12, p. 61 ff.).

Further on we shall consider the Past Perfect functional semantics in the ST and its correspondence in the TT. A temporal sequence is defined by Labov and Waltzky (1967) as a sequence of clauses whose order cannot be changed without changing the inferred sequence the order of events in the original interpretations [5, p. 29–30]. So, the verbal sequence of clauses must match the sequence of events. However, the Russian tense system distinguishes only three basic tenses, that makes the changes in the sequence of events necessary [see: 11, p.1405–1412].

Sometimes there is a confusion between the past perfect and the past tense.

It is sometimes difficult to build exact rules about the situation(s) in which the past perfect is used and the purposes to which it is put [12, p.92 ff.; 8, p. 97–113; 3;4]. The temporal structure of discourse makes use of the verbal tenses and time adverbials which together may express the temporal-aspectual concept presented in discourse. The English past perfect constitutes a problem for the translator because of the fact that it is marked for the ‘pre-past’. The translator tends to use adverbs of time or place which denote past [see: Jan C. Catford et al, 1974], e.g.:

1. Marquis had broken every one of the rules his coach tried to enforce.
2. He’d done his community service, in this town anyway.

Свой общественный долг он выполнил – по крайней мере здесь, в Нью-Хейвен.

In sentence (1) the time of the action is not explicitly defined it is taken for granted that sportsmen know the period of duration, but the translator using Past Simple underlining the completeness of the action and the adverb of time denoting past: В течение последних десяти недель. In sentence (2) the translator indirectly specifies the time, if the completed action using the name of the town of his University studies: в Нью-Хейвен.

From the original text it is understood that the last third year of his studies was coming to an end, so the translator uses the Russian past tense and the adverb of place/time which implicitly is limited by the end of his studies.
3. They had become somewhat friendly.

For the sake of time, the translator employs a more natural form of the past tense.

The Past Perfect Inclusive denotes an action, which began before a definite moment in the past, and continued up to the time of the action, e.g.:

4. Kyle’s offer had been extended by Piedmont Legal Aid, and the clerkship was funded by a grant from a mammoth law firm in Chicago.

This is a case of the Past Perfect denoting a result.

5. Kyle had no doubt that Wright and his gang had analyzed and memorized every second, every frame.

The translator retains the referred phrase and introduces the emphatic particle, thereby giving it a more natural form.

6. At the New Haven train station, Kyle boarded the 7:22 for Grand Central. He wore the better of his two suits, a plain white shirt with an utterly boring tie, and black wing tips, and he carried a handsome leather attache case his father had given him last Christmas.

The translator employs two past successive actions:

In sentence (6) there is a succession of past events: (a) boarded, and the exact time is pointed out the 7:22 (train) (b) wore, (c) carried and then (d) had given – the Past Perfect form in combination with the adverbial phrase denoting the exact time: last Christmas

In sentence (8) the prepositional phrase of the past time after three days and many hours and the following (9) a subordinate clause of time ‘after he’d practiced the routine a few times’ introduced by the preposition after require the Past Perfect. The translator retains the referred phrase and introduces the emphatic particle the, instead the adverb finally ‘наконец’ underlining long hardship in sentence (8), but in sentence (9) he turns the subordinate clause into the participial phrase потерпевшему, adding one more component (освоившись в новой роли) of (ha)’d practiced the routine, and links it to the ‘imaginative future verb forms.

9. After he’d practiced the routine a few times and the lying was finely tuned, he would somehow muster the courage to visit his father and deliver the news that would lead to an ugly fight.

The usage of adverbs with the past is similar to the usage with the present perfect, but with adjustments to take into account the different time orientation.

The translator’s purpose to introduce the time-point is to disconnect the action with the present time. We believe that the translator likewise the author takes advantage of the discourse semantics shared by all the characters and the reader.

Let’s compare the following case when the main character recollects the episode of the past which he considered to be completed and forgotten:

11. A fraternity brother, one of the drunks at the little party, had allegedly recorded something with his cell phone.

The prepositional phrases denoting past time can also introduce the Past Perfect, e.g.:

8. After three days and many hours of talking, haggling, bitching, and threatening, Bennie Wright had finally left town.

The Past Perfect is used to transfer from a moment in the past to further past, e.g:

7. Ginyard and Plant and the other fake agents were long gone, and they had taken everything – files, computers, enlarged photos, tripods, briefcases, boxes, folding tables.

Here the translator omits the Past Perfect had taken and uses the perfective увезла and the adverb long [see: 10, p.800-806].

The prepositional phrases denoting past time can also introduce the Past Perfect, e.g.:

5. Kyle had no doubt that Wright and his gang had analyzed and memorized every second, every frame.

The translator employs two past successive actions: припомнил and вырубился, though the other verb is the cause when the first one is the consequence.

Here the translator adds an adverbial phrase of time

The translator does not retain the grammatical meaning of the English Past Perfect, he makes it more present perfect ‘результативное’ using the adverb now.

The usage of adverbs with the past is similar to the usage with the present perfect, but with adjustments to take into account the different time orientation.

The translator’s purpose to introduce the time-point is to disconnect the action with the present time. We believe that the translator likewise the author takes advantage of the discourse semantics shared by all the characters and the reader.

The Past Perfect Inclusive denotes an action, which began before a definite moment in the past, had been going on for a certain period of time and at that moment was still going on, e.g.:

13. It was almost 10:00 a.m., and the elevator was empty. The lawyers had been at their desks for hours.

The translator employs two past successive actions: припомнил and вырубился, though the other verb is the cause when the first one is the consequence.

The Past Perfect Inclusive denotes an action, which began before a definite moment in the past, had been going on for a certain period of time and at that moment was still going on, e.g.:

14. But at the same time, there was no remorse. Kyle felt a little embarrassed that he’d been caught on tape, but it was a long time ago.

Here the translator omits the Past Perfect

Значит, кто-то из членов студенческого братства ‘Бета’, один из выпивох, принимавших участие в вечеринке, успел,

The Preposition of the past time can also introduce the Past Perfect, e.g.:

12. He vaguely recalled being present in the room, but he had blacked out at some point during the night, during the episode.

The translator does not retain the grammatical meaning of the English Past Perfect, he makes it more present perfect ‘результативное’ using the adverb now.

The usage of adverbs with the past is similar to the usage with the present perfect, but with adjustments to take into account the different time orientation.

The translator’s purpose to introduce the time-point is to disconnect the action with the present time. We believe that the translator likewise the author takes advantage of the discourse semantics shared by all the characters and the reader.

Let’s compare the following case when the main character recollects the episode of the past which he considered to be completed and forgotten:

11. A fraternity brother, one of the drunks at the little party, had allegedly recorded something with his cell phone.

The Past Perfect used to transfer from a moment in the past to further past, e.g:

10. The folding table was still ground zero, but it had been moved closer to the windows.

The translator uses the perfective, and links it to the ‘imaginative future verb forms.

The Past Perfect Inclusive denotes an action, which began before a definite moment in the past, had been going on for a certain period of time and at that moment was still going on, e.g.:

14. But at the same time, there was no remorse. Kyle felt a little embarrassed that he’d been caught on tape, but it was a long time ago.

Here the translator omits the Past Perfect

Значит, кто-то из членов студенческого братства ‘Бета’, один из выпивох, принимавших участие в вечеринке, успел,

The Preposition of the past time can also introduce the Past Perfect, e.g.:

12. He vaguely recalled being present in the room, but he had blacked out at some point during the night, during the episode.

The translator does not retain the grammatical meaning of the English Past Perfect, he makes it more present perfect ‘результативное’ using the adverb now.

The usage of adverbs with the past is similar to the usage with the present perfect, but with adjustments to take into account the different time orientation.

The translator’s purpose to introduce the time-point is to disconnect the action with the present time. We believe that the translator likewise the author takes advantage of the discourse semantics shared by all the characters and the reader.

Let’s compare the following case when the main character recollects the episode of the past which he considered to be completed and forgotten:

11. A fraternity brother, one of the drunks at the little party, had allegedly recorded something with his cell phone.

The Past Perfect used to transfer from a moment in the past to further past, e.g:

10. The folding table was still ground zero, but it had been moved closer to the windows.

The translator uses the perfective, and links it to the ‘imaginative future verb forms.

The Past Perfect Inclusive denotes an action, which began before a definite moment in the past, had been going on for a certain period of time and at that moment was still going on, e.g.:

14. But at the same time, there was no remorse. Kyle felt a little embarrassed that he’d been caught on tape, but it was a long time ago.

Here the translator omits the Past Perfect

Значит, кто-то из членов студенческого братства ‘Бета’, один из выпивох, принимавших участие в вечеринке, успел,
The Past Perfect Tense is commonly used with the indefinite time adverbs never, ever, before, yet, already in English, on the contrary in Russian they are used to underline the completion of the action.

**FURTHER RESEARCH:**

The results of comparison between the two languages are necessary to predict the difficulties and errors which will occur in translation practice. As English tense in a given sentence can be rendered into more than one way and vice versa since translation is not a matter of replacing surface forms by rules of correspondence but it contains analysis, transfer and restricting, all of which are governed by linguistic and non-linguistic factors.

The English past perfect construction is transformed into Russian in the same way as the past simple tense. Since there is no individual correspondence of the past perfect construction in Russian grammar, the construction might not have a clear reflection in the translation.

The suggested paper provides the basis for a contrastive analysis of 'pre-past' events and their expression in English and Russian.
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**МЕТОДОЛОГІЧНІ ОСНОВИ ФРЕЙМОВОГО МОДЕЛЮВАНЯ КОНЦЕПТУ HORROR**

Стаття присвячена дослідженю теоретико-методологічних основ фреймової семантики як провідного мето- 
ду когнітивно-орієнтованого аналізу мовних одиниць. Встановлюється парадигмалізм зв’язок фреймової семан- 
тики з теорією пропозиційних моделей. Визначається структура пропозиції, що утворює жод фрейм. Доводиться 
високий інтерпретаційний та експланаторний потенціал методу.

Ключові слова: концепт, фрейм, фреймова семантика, пропозиція, предикат, аргумент, актант.

**МЕТОДОЛОГІЧНІ ОСНОВИ ФРЕЙМОВОГО МОДЕЛЮВАННЯ КОНЦЕПТУ HORROR**

В статті розглядаються теоретико-методологічні основи фреймової семантики як ведучого метода когнітивно-орієнтованого аналізу мовних одиниць. Установлюється пара
dи
gалізм зв’язок фреймової семантики з теорією пропозицій. Определяється структура пропозиції, складаюче
jo жод фрейм. Доказується високий інтерпретаційний і експланаторний потенціал даного методу.

Ключові слова: концепт, фрейм, фреймова семантика, пропозиція, предикат, аргумент, актант.

**FRAME MODELLING OF THE HORROR CONCEPT: METHODOLOGY PREREQUISITES**

The article focuses on methodological prerequisites of frame semantics as the leading method of cognitive language analysis through the perspective of conceptualization and categorization. It goes without saying that any research must have strong theoretical and methodological grounds. Cognitive language analysis has developed a number of research vectors, one of them being frame semantics. It extends the ideas of previous cognitive paradigms of research: theory of semantic primitives, theory of prototypes, generative grammar, etc. The author highlights strong paradigmatic connection between frame semantics and proposition theory and outlines the idea, that human knowledge is categorized by means of language and is embodied in language signs. This fact is reflected in ontological schemes of existence, represented by propositions – nucleus structures of human knowledge. Propositions function as mental analogue of a particular situation or area of knowledge. Propositions constitute the nucleus of frames of knowledge (M. Minsky, Ch. Fillmore, S. Zhabotynska) and have two-elements structure. The latter includes a predicate, which represents a semantic constant of a proposition, and an argument (or actant), which realizes semantic valency of the predicate. The list of actants / arguments remains open. However the application of basic frame modelling (according to the model, promoted by prof. S. Zhabotynska) has demonstrated significant interpretative and explanatory potential, revealing new facts about language signs encoding mechanisms, as well as structuring particular concepts, including the generative concept of HORROR.

Key words: concept, frame, frame semantics, proposition, predicate, argument, actant.
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